
EM ATTACK

While living in an apartment, in Waco Texas town, I was attacked by various “military” technologies. 
One morning I was awakened by a buzzing in my ears, that sounded like a recording of the cosmic-
background-radiation. When I got up, I noticed that the sound would go away, whenever I moved away
from a specific spot on the floor. I experimented with this several times, by walking back-and-forth 
across this spot. The sound would always peak at this point, then vanish after I passed it in either 
direction. This proved to me that the sound was “not” originating from within my brain.

There was a thunder storm at the time, with very low dark clouds. A lightning bolt suddenly crossed the
sky, which illuminated what appeared to be a laser beam coming through my living room window, from
behind the cloud. This was followed immediately by a loud thunder clap. The laser beam was an 
indigo-blue, with a hint of violet. This corresponds to a frequency of 670Thz (Terahertz) and a 
wavelength of 450nm. 450nm solid-state laser diodes are available commercially. The beam was about 
the diameter of a quarter; which means that the columnating objective lens was about 19mm across. 
20mm objective lenses are also available commercially:

I would guess the power output to be at least 500mw (miliwatts), with a maximum upper limit of no 
more than 50KW. 50KW is about the limit of USAF airborne lasers, used as weapons. If the power 
level were this high however, my apartment would have been set on fire.

The beam was visible concurrent with the lightning bolt I described earlier. The beam entered my 
living room window from the sky; and fell on a corner. It then criss-crossed the room at all corners. It 
made a blue-violet box.

For the next several days the sound of the cosmic-background-radiation filled my entire living room; 
and once found me while I was sitting in my SUV, in the apartment parking lot. What I experienced 
appeared to be an integrated attack using two or more different technologies. The light beam was 
obviously from an ultra-violet laser. The sound could have been generated by an LRAD (Long Range 
Acoustic Device), although it is more likely that the carrier-signal was microwave in nature, as I felt 
extreme pressure inside my head while the sound was present. LRADS are currently in use by the 
police for riot control. There are portable tripod mounted units, which can be carried by a single 
individual.



The second attack, I can describe, was carried out by what I believe to have been a “reprogrammed” 
LRAD. There is currently a technology known as a Sonic-Tractor-Beam, which appears to be based on 
this. I was awakened one morning, in my bedroom, which was turned a torture chamber, much worse 
than Abu Graib, by the feel of a hand slapping me repeatedly on my left cheek. What made the torture 
worse was the fact that my torture was deliberately designed to destroy my sense of reality, in addition 
to causing me fear and pain. The slapping continued until I was fully awake. Unfortunately, this was no
twilight-dream. I realized that I was being attacked by a technology that used the air itself to do the 
slapping. When I read the following news article and looked at the pictures provided, it occurred to me 
that this could have been accomplished with existing technology, that of the LRAD. The picture of the 
device that is holding the ball in the air looks exactly like unpackaged LRAD.

https://phys.org/news/2015-10-sonic-tractor-video.html



I suspect all that's required to achieve this effect, is an operator, fitted with a virtual reality glove.

I have fled the US three times because of this treatment.
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